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MINUTES 
 

MACATAWA AREA COORDINATING COUNCIL 
TRANSPORTATION TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

 
September 9, 2019, MACC Office 

 
 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTIONS AND APPROVAL OF MINUTES***  
Members Present: Craig Atwood (ACRC), Howard Baumann (Port Sheldon Twp.), Steve Bulthuis 
– Chair (Holland Charter Twp.), Howard Fink (Park Twp.), Fred Keena (OCRC), Tyler Kent 
(MDOT), Al Meshkin (Laketown Twp.), Suzanne Mulder (MDOT Muskegon), Scott Nienhuis (City 
of Zeeland), Jon Roberts (MDOT), Valerie Shultz (MDOT OPT), Brian White (City of Holland) 
 
Others Present: Tim Burkman (MACC), Mara Gericke (MACC), Carolyn Ulstad (MACC), Meika 
Weiss (Pedal Holland) 
 
*** It was moved by Mr. Atwood and supported by Mr. Nienhuis to approve the minutes of 
July 8, 2019. The motion carried. 
 

II. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION- No comments were made. 
 

III. APPROVAL OF CAPACITY PROJECTS FOR INCLUSION IN THE 2045 LONG RANGE 
TRANSPORTATION PLAN *** - Ms. Ulstad reviewed with the committee the proposed list of 
capacity changing jobs that are currently planned between the years 2020 and 2045. Capacity 
projects are any job that would increase or decrease the number of travel lanes or continuous 
left turn lanes. After reviewing the list, conversation started around Ottawa County Road 
Commission’s possible expansion on Ottawa Beach Road from 160th-144th Avenue in Park 
Township. Park Township’s Manager, Howard Fink, brought up his concerns with including the 
project since he was unsure that the township would support a move from four to five lanes 
(adding a middle turn lane) and that they would possibly be interested in looking at different 
design scenarios for this particular corridor that could further improve safety. After more 
discussion and input from MDOT, the committee voted to move the Ottawa Beach section from 
160th-144th onto the illustrative list.  

 
*** It was moved by Mr. Fink and supported by Mr. Atwood to approve the capacity project 

list as revised for inclusion in the 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan. Motion carried.  

 

 

IV. 2045 LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN VISION STATEMENT  
Ms. Ulstad shared the draft vision statement for the MACC’s 2045 Long Range Transportation 
Plan (LRTP). The State of Michigan’s vision for the State’s Long Range Plan was also presented 
to help foster ideas for the MACC area. A final version of the vision will be brought to the 

Policy Board 
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Technical Advisory Committee for a vote during the October meeting.  
 

V. Review of Draft 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan Chapters (1-3) – Ms. Ulstad took 

comments from the committee after they reviewed the first three chapters of the 2045 LRTP. Ulstad also 

noted that MDOT staff submitted comments via email and that the suggestions would be reviewed and 

incorporated into the final chapters.   

VI. MACC STATUS OF CURRENT PROJECTS / MEMBER REPORTS  
 
Ottawa County Road Commission –  Mr. Keena shared that paving on 120th from James to Riley 
will be started in the near future.  
 
City of Zeeland – Mr. Nienhuis informed the committee that Zeeland’s roundabout project at 
Washington and Main Avenue still has a bit of underground utility work to finish up before 
concrete gets poured for curb and gutter.  
 
MACC – Mr. Burkman relayed that the MACC is planning to form a Complete Count Committee 
for the 2020 census and Ms. Ulstad notified everyone that due to a new fiscal year starting on 
October 1st, 2019, she would be checking in with any entities that have FY19 jobs to make sure 
everything still looks accurate within JobNet before the FY20 migration.  
 
MDOT – Mr. Roberts noted that 2020 census data is expected to become available to the public 
in the spring of 2022.  
 
City of Holland – Mr. White reported that two miles of resurfacing on Waverly Road from 48th 
Street to 16th street is on hold due to the Rieth-Riley strike. The City’s 19th Street project, which 
is locally funded, is going ok at the moment. The project also has had some delays due to the 
availability of asphalt in relation to the strike.   
 
Holland Charter Twp. – Mr. Bulthuis updated the committee on the township’s Quincy Street 
pathway project. He regretfully informed that due to various delays, mainly stemming from 
issues relating back to attaining easements, and also a delay in receiving estimates from CSX, 
the project was not able to secure obligation during MDOT’s August redistribution.  

 

VII. OTHER BUSINESS – No other business.  
 

VIII. ADJOURNMENT AND ANNOUNCEMENT OF MEETING 
 

*** It was moved to adjourn the meeting. The motion carried. 
 

Next Meeting: 
October 14, 2019 

MACC Office 
10:00 a.m. 

 



Memo 

To: Transportation Technical Advisory Committee Members 

From: Carolyn Ulstad 

Date: October 7th, 2019 

Re: Adoption of Transit Asset Management (TAM) Plan Approved by the MAX 
Transportation Authority Board*** 

Transit agencies were required to have TAM Plan’s in place by October 1, 2019. For further 
background, “Transit Asset Management is a business model that prioritizes funding based 
on asset condition in order to achieve or maintain transit assets above marginal of poor 
condition ratings – known as maintaining a State of Good Repair (SGR). These standards are 
meant to help transit agencies keep their system operating smoothly and efficiently while 
working at the same time to reduce the nation’s backlog of needed transportation 
improvements.”  

For greater detail of the targets, please see the attached memo that was sent to the MAX 
Authority Board in August.  

*** Action Requested: Staff will ask the Technical Advisory Committee to recommend 
that the MACC Policy Board approve these transit targets and incorporate them into 
the MACC 2020-2023 Transportation Improvement Program and the 2045 Long Range 
Transportation Plan.  







Memo 

To: Transportation Technical Advisory Committee Members 

From: Carolyn Ulstad 

Date: October 7th, 2019 

Re: 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan Vision Statement*** 

MACC staff is looking to formally approve the 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan’s (LRTP) 
vision statement for inclusion in the plan.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*** Action Requested: Staff will ask the Technical Advisory Committee to recommend 
that the MACC Policy Board approve the vision statement for the 2045 Long Range 
Transportation Plan.  

 

 

MACC’s 2045 Vision 
 

A transportation system which supports the region’s economy and environmental 

sustainability, and continues to offer safe and efficient travel opportunities for 

people who live and work in the region, as well as visitors to the MACC Area.  

 



Memo 

To: Transportation Technical Advisory Committee Members 

From: Carolyn Ulstad 

Date: October 7th, 2019 

Re: Review of draft 2045 LRTP Chapters  

MACC staff would appreciate the review of draft chapters 5, 8, and 10 of the 2045 Long Range 
Transportation Plan (LRTP). Please direct comments to Carolyn Ulstad at culstad@the-
macc.org. Thank you for your assistance in this process.  

mailto:culstad@the-macc.org
mailto:culstad@the-macc.org
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Projects Completed Since Last Plan  

From 2015 to 2019, there have been 127 transportation projects completed in the MACC 

Area. The total amount budgeted for these projects was $98.4 million and involved 

federal, state, and local funds. The table below illustrates the number of projects 

completed during each of the five years and total project investments. Projects included 

MDOT highway improvements (trunkline); resurfacing MACC Area roads; non-motorized 

pathways; transit projects; bridge repair; rail improvements; safety; and other 

transportation projects such as collecting traffic counts, the Clean Air Action! Program, 

and signal modernization.  

 

Table 1: Completed projects since the release of the 2040 LRTP (FY 2015-2019) 

 

Fiscal Year Number of Projects Total Budget 

FY 2015 25 $20,268,129 

FY 2016 27 $37,519,258 

FY 2017 18 $5,511,921 

FY 2018 33 $16,338,615 

FY 2019 27 $18,771,193 

 130 $98,409,116 

 

Close examination of the types of projects completed and the breakdown of the total 

transportation investments can be seen in the chart below.  The proportion of investment 

is primarily in MDOT trunkline (33%); public transit (21%); MACC roadways (18%); and 

safety related projects (11%). The remaining 17% of funds invested were allocated for 

bridge repair (4%); rail improvements (3%); non-motorized pathways (2%); and other 

projects (8%). A detailed list of these projects is included in the Appendix. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Completed projects from FY 2015-2019 based on the work category  
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Trends and Projections  
 

2015 Population/Households/Employment 

MDOT and MACC Staff worked together to update Transportation Analysis Zones (TAZ’s) 

and produce a list of 2015 population, household, and employment data for each 

jurisdiction in the MACC Area. Meetings were held with local units of government in 

March 2019 in order to review 2015 base socioeconomic data.  The socioeconomic data 

is a major input into the regional travel demand model, used to calculate trip productions 

and attractions. The table below represents population, household, and employment 

estimates for the year 2015.  These figures were reviewed at the regional level and were 

approved by the MACC Policy Committee and Transportation Technical Committee in 

April 2019. These figures were then used as base year inputs in the regional travel demand 

model, which can help identify possible deficiencies in the regional transportation 

system.  

 

Name 2015 Population* Households* Employment* 

Holland City 33,214 12,465 33,850 

Zeeland City 5,625 2,297 13,769 

Holland Township 37,414 12,864 25,465 

Park Township 18,534 6,837 2,651 

Zeeland Charter 

Township 

10,685 3,856 3,285 

Port Sheldon 

Township 

4,480 1,702 815 

Olive Township 4,898 1,403 2,128 

Laketown Township 6,038 2,477 385 

Fillmore Township 2,606 927 1,019 

Regional Totals 123,494 44,828 83,367 

 

*Source: 2010 Census and 2011-2015 ACS 5-year Estimates 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

The last Long Range Transportation Plan used 2010 base socioeconomic data. Since 

the development of the last plan: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2045 Population/Households/Employment 

For the base year of the model, household, population, and employment data from the 

2010 U.S. Census, the 2015 American Community Survey, and the Nielson employment 

databases were presented to the MPO and Technical Advisory and Policy Committees. 

Committee members were asked to provide detailed information about where new 

development may occur in the future and where new employment and population 

centers may shift. The revised base-year data was then used in conjunction with the City-

Explained scenario planning tool, Community-Viz, to develop the future year 

socioeconomic data for the model based on current trends.  

The MACC Area is one of the fastest growing locations in Michigan. Over the next 30 

years, population within the Cities of Holland and Zeeland, and also Laketown, Fillmore, 

Park, Holland, Zeeland, Port Sheldon, and Olive Townships is expected to increase 27%; 

households are expected to increase by 27%; and employment is expected to increase 

by 24%. The estimated population increase is 12% higher than it was in the last plan. The 

estimated household increase is 2% lower and the estimated employment increase is the 

same. 
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MACC area has 

increased by 4,369 
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MACC area have 

increased by 2,056 
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by 3,755 



 

 

 

Trends and Projections: 2015 to 2045 

The following charts illustrate the growth of projected MACC Area population, 

households and employment at ten year increments from 2015 to 2045. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

There is projected to be an 11% increase between 2015 and 2025, a 10% increase 

between 2025 and 2035 and a 4% increase between 2035 and 2045. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

There is projected to be a 10% increase between 2015 and 2025, a 10% increase 

between 2025 and 2035, and a 5% increase between 2035 and 2045. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

There is projected to be a 10% increase between 2015 and 2025, a 9% increase 

between 2025 and 2035, and a 4% increase between 2035 and 2045. 
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Travel Patterns  

 
There is a significant amount of commuting to the MACC area for employment.  2015 

County-to-County commute data, illustrates significant worker flows into and out of the 

MACC area to neighboring counties. Utilizing the 2011-2015 American Community Survey 

(ACS) data from the U.S. Census Bureau, we can see the extent of commute flows from 

one county to another. This is highlighted on the following page. Ottawa County draws 

9,734 workers from Muskegon County, 10,326 workers from Allegan County and 13,942 

workers from Kent County.  Conversely, 5,525 Ottawa County workers travel to Muskegon 

County, 7,726 to Allegan County and 34,078 to Kent County.  

The American Community Survey Data (ACS) also provides information about the 

average commute times to work and means of transportation to work. The table below 

compares 2010 average commute times to work to 2015 average commute times to 

work. Overall, the 2015 average commute in the MACC Area is about 18.5 minutes, up 

from 17.9 minutes in 2010. 

 

Average Commute Times to Work 

 2010 (In Minutes) 2015 (In Minutes) 

Laketown Township 19.4 18.7 

Fillmore Township 15.8 16.8 

Park Township 18.4 22.8 

Holland Charter Township 17.4 16.5 

Zeeland Township 17.1 15.5 

Port Sheldon Township 20.7 21.4 

Olive Township 19.3 21.6 

City of Zeeland 17.0 16.1 

City of Holland 15.9 17.1 

 

Average Means of Transportation to Work 

  

Car, Truck, or Van 92.67% 

Work from Home 3.40% 

Walk 1.78% 

Taxi, Motorcycle, or Other 0.92% 

Bike 0.53% 

Public Transportation 0.45% 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

2015 County-to-County Commuting Flows 

(%) = Change From 2010 
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Land Use in the MACC Area 

The map below was created during the development of the 2040 Long Range 

Transportation Plan. Existing land use was compared with the availability of vacant land, 

and changes resulting from Master Plan updates were incorporated in order to evaluate 

where development may occur.  

Agriculture, forested land, and residential development are the three most common land 

uses in the MACC Area.  Using aerial photography, an inventory of existing land uses/land 

cover was prepared for the region, telling us that 49% of the land is used for agriculture, 

18% is forested, and residential development (shown in yellow) makes up 18% of the land.  

The remaining 15% of the region includes grassland (5%), commercial, services or 

institutional uses (3%), industrial (2%), recreation (2%), utilities (1%), water, wetlands, and 

dunes. 
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MACC Area Development Patterns 

The map below, created by data from City Explained using the scenario planning 

tool, Community-Viz, in conjunction with the MACC, shows where new dwelling units 

could occur based on current development trends out to the year 2045.  
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Travel Demand Model  
 

Travel demand forecasting models (TDMs) are a major analysis tool for the 

development of long-range transportation plans. These mathematical models are 

designed to calculate the number of trips, connect their origins and destinations, forecast 

the mode of travel, and identify the roadways or transit routes most likely to be used in 

completing a trip. Models are used to determine where future transportation problems 

are likely to occur, as indicated by modeled roadway congestion. Once identified, the 

model can test the ability of roadway and transit system improvements to address those 

problems. The travel demand model provides an important decision-making tool for the 

MPO Metropolitan Transportation Plan development as well as any transportation related 

studies that might follow. The modeling process is a systems-level effort. Although 

individual links of a highway network can be analyzed, the results are intended for 

determination of system-wide impacts. At the systems level, impacts are assessed on a 

broader scale than the project level. The model is a computer estimation of current and 

future traffic conditions and is built and ran through TransCAD software.  

 

How the Model Works: 

 

 

1. The model generates a synthetic population of households based 

on the aggregate characteristics of the population encoded in the 

traffic analysis zones (TAZ). 

2. The level of vehicle ownership is applied to the household. 

3. The number of trips of various purposes (work, school, other, etc.) are 

predicted for each household. 

4. The dominant mode of travel (private automobile, bus, 

walking/biking) is modeled for the household’s trip of each purpose. 

5. Probable destinations of each trip type are chosen. 

6. Finally, the trips are assigned to the roadway network and routes are 

chosen such that travelers minimize their travel time and costs. 

 



 

 

Components of the Model: 

Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) 

The Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) is the primary geographical unit of analysis of the travel 

demand model and it represents the origins and destinations of the travel activity within 

the model area. TAZ’s are determined based upon several criteria including similarity of 

land use, compatibility with jurisdictional boundaries, presence of physical boundaries, 

and compatibility with the road system. Streets and natural features such as rivers are 

generally utilized as zone boundary edges. TAZ’s vary in size depending on population, 

employment, and road network density. The MACC region is divided into 315 TAZs’ with 

19 external zones. Each TAZ includes population and employment data (aggregated 

from census blocks) which is fed into the Travel Demand Model. 

 

Road Network 

Using the TransCAD software, a traffic network is built to represent the existing road 

system. The MACC Model network is based on the Michigan Geographic Framework and 

includes most roads within the study area classified as a minor collector or higher by the 

national functional classification system. Other roads are added to provide continuity 

and/or allow interchange between these facilities. 

Transportation system information or network attributes required for each link 

include facility type, area type, lane width, number of through lanes, parking availability, 

national functional classification and traffic counts (based on availability). The network 

attributes were provided by MDOT staff and reviewed by the MPO, Technical Advisory 

Committee, and the Policy Board. Link capacities and free flow speeds are determined 

based on network attributes such as national functional classification, facility type, and 

area type. These features of the road network are used in the traffic assignment process 

and in determining traffic conditions. 

Socio-Economic (SE) Data & Population Synthesis 

Travel demand models are driven, in part, by the relationship of land use activities 

and characteristics of the transportation network. Inputs to the modeling process include 

the number of households, population-in households, vehicles, and employment located 

in a given TAZ. These characteristics are generally referred to as socioeconomic data (SE-

Data). The collection and verification of the SE-Data was a collaborative effort between 

the MACC, MPO committee members, and MDOT.  

For the base year of the model, household, population, and employment data 

from the 2010 U.S. Census, the 2015 American Community Survey, and the Nielson 

employment databases were presented to the MPO, Technical Advisory Committee, 

and Policy Board. Members were asked to provide detailed information about new 

development and where employment or population centers may have shifted. The 

revised base-year data was then used in conjunction with the City-Explained scenario 



 

 

planning tool Community-Viz, to develop the future year se-data for the model based on 

current trends.  

The MACC travel demand model generates a synthetic population of households 

based on the demographic information associated with the traffic analysis zones. For 

each zone, individual households are created. Each household has a total number of 

persons, workers and students. Each household also has an income variable that 

indicates whether the household belongs to the lower, middle, or upper income 

category. The number of vehicles available to each household is modeled separately, 

after the population synthesis, based on these variables and other variables describing 

the zone in which the household is located. 

Trip Generation   

The trip generation process calculates the number of person-trips produced from 

or attracted to a zone, based on the socio-economic characteristics of that zone.  The 

relationship between person-trip making and land activity are expressed in equations for 

use in the modeling process.  The formulas were derived from MI Travel Counts Michigan 

travel survey data and other research throughout the United States.  Productions were 

generated with a cross-classification look-up process based on household 

demographics. Attractions were generated with a regression approach based on 

employment and household demographics.  In order to develop a trip table, productions 

and attractions must be balanced.  Walk/bike trips are calculated using a factor for each 

trip purpose derived from the MI Travel Counts travel survey data.  The walk/bike trips are 

removed from the production/attraction table before trip distribution is performed. The 

MACC travel demand model also has a simple truck model that estimates commercial 

and heavy truck traffic based on production and attraction relationships developed from 

the Quick Response Freight Manual. The QRFM uses the employment data from the TAZ 

layer in calculating the percentage of trucks.   

Trips that begin or end beyond the study area boundary are called "External trips."  

These trips are made up of two components: external to internal (EI) or internal to external 

(IE) trips and through-trips (EE). EI trips are those trips which start outside the study area 

and end in the study area. IE trips start inside the study area and end outside the study 

area. EE trips are those trips that pass through the study area without stopping; this matrix 

is referred to as the through-trip table.    

Trip Distribution 

Trip distribution involves the use of mathematical formula which determines how 

many of the trips produced in a TAZ will be attracted to each of the other TAZs. It 

connects the ends of trips produced in one zone to the ends of trips attracted to other 

TAZs. The equations are based on travel time between TAZs and the relative level of 

activity in each zone. Trip purpose is an important factor in development of these 

relationships. The trip relationship formula developed in this process is based on principals 

and algorithms commonly referred to as the Gravity Model. 



 

 

The process which connects productions to attractions is called trip distribution.   

The most widely used and documented technique is the "gravity model" which was 

originally derived from Newton's Law of Gravity. Newton's Law states that the attractive 

force between any two bodies is directly related to the masses of the bodies and 

inversely related to the distance between them. Analogously, in the trip distribution 

model, the number of trips between two areas is directly related to the level of activity in 

an area (represented by its trip generation) and inversely related to the distance 

between the areas (represented as a function of travel time). 

Research has determined that the pure gravity model equation does not 

adequately predict the distribution of trips between zones. The value of time for each 

purpose is modified by an exponentially determined "travel time factor" or "F factor" also 

known as a "Friction Factor." "F factors" represent the average area-wide effect that 

various levels of travel time have on travel between zones. The "F factors" used were 

developed using an exponential function described in the Travel Estimation Techniques 

for Urban Planning, NCHRP 716 and calibrated to observed trip lengths by trip purpose 

derived from the MI Travel Counts travel survey data. The F factor matrix is generated in 

TransCAD during the gravity model process. 

The primary inputs to the gravity model are the normalized productions (P’s) and 

attractions (A's) by trip purpose developed in the trip generation phase. The second data 

input is a measure of the temporal separation between TAZs. This measure is an estimate 

of travel time over the transportation network from TAZ to TAZ, referred to as "skims." In 

order to more closely approximate actual times between TAZs and to account for the 

travel time for intra-zonal trips, the skims were updated to include terminal and intra-zonal 

times. Terminal times account for the non-driving portion of each end of the trip and were 

generated from a look-up table based on area type. They represent that portion of the 

total travel time used for parking and walking to the actual destination. Intra-zonal travel 

time is the time of trips that begin and end within the same zone. Intra-zonal travel times 

were calculated utilizing a nearest neighbor routine. 

The Gravity Model utilizes the by trip purpose P’s & A's, the by trip purpose "F 

factors", and the travel times, including terminal and intra-zonal. The output is a TAZ to 

TAZ matrix of trips for each trip purpose. 

Mode Choice  

The number of person trips and their trip starting and ending point 

have been determined in the trip generation and trip distribution 

steps. The mode choice step determines how each person trip will 

travel. The MACC travel demand model uses a simplified mode 

choice to predict mode choice. The process uses a qualitative 

measure of transit network service at the zonal level to estimate 

transit mode shares. The transit trips are accounted for but not 

assigned to a specific route. The split between single occupancy 

vehicles (SOV) and shared ride trips (SR2 & SR3+) is based on the average auto 



 

 

occupancy for the applicable trip purpose. The output to this step is a vehicle trip matrix 

by trip purpose. The external trips and the truck trips, which are originally developed as 

vehicle trips which eliminates the need of the mode choice step for these trip purposes, 

are added to the vehicle trip matrix.  

Assignment 

 Traffic assignment is the final step in the traditional four step TDM process. In this 

step, trips are assigned to a “route” (or path) on the roadway network between each 

trip origin and destination. The basic premise of trip assignment is that trip makers will 

choose the “best” path between each origin and destination. The determination of the 

“best” path is based upon selecting the route with the least “impedance”. Impedance, 

in this application, is based upon travel time – calculated as a function of link distance 

and speed (and later as a function of link volume and capacity). Essentially, trip makers 

on the roadway network will choose the route, between each trip origin and destination, 

which minimizes travel time. 

 The “User Equilibrium” algorithm (a commonly used algorithm) was employed in 

the MACC traffic assignment component. User equilibrium is based on the principle that 

while selecting the “best” route, trip makers will use “all” possible paths between an origin 

and destination that have equal travel time – so that altering paths will not save travel 

time. This algorithm attempts to optimize the travel time between all possible paths, 

reflecting the effects of system congestion. 

 Thus, the product of the traffic assignment component is a series of vehicle-trip 

(volume) tables, by mode, for each link in the model roadway network. These “assigned” 

link volumes are then compared to “observed” traffic data as part of the model 

calibration, validation and reasonability checking phase of the overall modeling process. 

Applications of the Calibrated/Validated Model 

Generally, three distinct alternative scenarios are developed for a LRTP: 

Simulated Base Year (2015) volumes assigned to the Base Year (2015) 

Roadway Network; this scenario includes the assignment of 2015 model 

volumes, generated using 2015 SE data, onto the roadway network 

representing 2015 conditions. This is referred to as the "validated", existing 

network scenario, or "base-year" alternative, and is a prerequisite for the 

other two scenarios. 

Simulated Forecast Year (e.g. 2045) volumes assigned to a Modified Base 

Year Roadway Network; this scenario includes the assignment of 2045 

volumes, generated using 2045 SE data, onto an amended roadway network 

representing 2015 conditions, and including any improvements completed 

since 2015 and future (near term) improvements for which funds have been 

"committed". This alternative characterizes future capacity and congestion 

problems if no further improvements to the transportation system are made. 

This "deficiency analysis" on the "existing plus committed" (E+C) network is also 



 

 

called the "do nothing", or "no-build" alternative, and includes only the E+C 

roadway system. 

Simulated Forecast Year (e.g. 2045) volumes on a proposed Forecast 

Year(e.g. 2045) Roadway Network; this scenario includes the assignment of 

2045 volumes, generated using 2045 SE data, onto the roadway network as 

it is proposed to exist in the forecast year of 2045. This scenario is the long 

range transportation plan "build" alternative. It includes the E+C roadway 

network, plus proposed capacity improvement and expansion projects. 

 

System Analysis 

Once the base and future trips have been estimated, a number of transportation system 

analyses can be conducted: 

 Roadway network alternatives to relieve congestion can be tested as part of the 

LRTP. Future traffic can be assigned to an amended, existing roadway network 

(i.e. “No Build” Network) to represent the future impacts to the transportation 

system if no improvements were made. From this, improvements and/or 

expansions can be planned that could help alleviate demonstrated capacity 

issues. 

 The impact of planned roadway improvements or expansions can be assessed. 

 Individual links can be analyzed to determine which TAZs are contributing to the 

travel on that link (i.e. the link's service area). This can be shown as a percentage 

breakdown of total link volume. 

 The impacts of land use changes on the roadway network can be evaluated(e.g. 

what would be the impact of a new major retail establishment). 

 Road closure/detour evaluation studies can be conducted to determine the 

effects of closing a roadway and detouring traffic during construction activities. 

This type of study is very useful for construction management. 

Congestion Analysis 

 With the completion of the travel demand model, areas of potential congestion 

in the roadway network were identified based on the volume to capacity ratios of the 

links. This means that the higher the V/C ratio, the higher the chances are that the 

roadway could experience congestion. The regional travel demand model identifies 

areas where traffic congestion is expected and produces a list of roadway segments that 

are congested or are close to capacity (in the years 2015 and 2045).  



 

 

2015 Congested Segments  

The Base Year scenario shows existing conditions of the area-wide transportation system 

as it was in 2015. There is little traffic congestion in the majority of MACC road network.  

According to the model, the following corridors were identified as likely to experience 

congestion: 

• I-196 BL Eastbound/Westbound (I-196 to US-31) 

• James St. (144th to 104th) 

• 32nd St. (Ottawa to Lincoln)  

• 16th St. (River Ave. to I-196) 

• River Ave. (Michigan/State to Lakewood) 

• US-31 (Chicago to Lincoln) 

• Riley St. (120th to 96th) 

 

 

 



 

 

2045 Congested Segments 

The 2045 scenario shows forecasted conditions of the area-wide transportation system 

including both committed projects and proposed capacity improvements and 

expansion projects. In general, congestion increased slightly along the same corridors 

highlighted from the 2015 model results with additional sections of Pine, 8th Street, and 

120th. 

The 2045 model predicts the following corridors will likely experience congestion in the 

future: 

• I-196 BL Eastbound/Westbound (I-196 to US-31) 

• James St. (144th to 104th) 

• 32nd St. (Ottawa to Lincoln)  

• 16th St. (River Ave. to I-196) 

• River Ave. (Michigan/State to Lakewood) 

• US-31 (Chicago to Lincoln) 

• Riley St. (120th to 96th) 

• Pine Ave. (River to Michigan) 

• 8th St. (Van Raalte to Pine) 

• 120th Ave. (James to Ottogan) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

The map below highlights the corridors which are nearing capacity and likely to 

become congested by the year 2045, as forecasted by the travel demand model.  

 

 


